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The Front Page
One of our club members was recently disconcerted to discover a number of youngsters lurking in the shrubbery of her
garden and behaving in a fairly furtive manner. This was a new discovery and there seemed no legitimate reason for
them to be there; such a visitation was something new for this area of suburbia and our colleague-in-tramping could not
fathom why her little kingdom had suddenly become so attractive to others. Perhaps there really were fairies or hidden
pots of gold! It was some time later that the mystery was solved: her visitors were undoubtedly participating in the rich
world’s latest outdoor activity. They were on a mission to find monsters – they were part of the addictive activity
known as Pokemon Go [PG].
This writer’s research has uncovered the information that PG is heir to the glorious traditions of Pac Man, Pong, Tetris,
Mario Bros, Counterstrike, Sim City and Angry Birds, not to mention geocaching. How many hours have some of us
spent on these? But the world has moved on and now it is the era of augmented reality, the “seamless, ground-breaking
interface between the real and digital worlds”. Apparently the next step is mixed reality where hardware is no longer
necessary and computing will be done in thin air, not on screens. Corporate hands are being rubbed with glee in
anticipation of the monetary windfalls that will accrue to those who develop and make these kinds of technology.
At this point we could wonder about the future of a mundane, real-world activity such as tramping; will it cease to exist
in its present, tangible form? If the real world can be accessed in accurate detail and safety via electronic gadgetry and
we can insert ourselves or our avatars into these landscapes why not just stay at home? It started long ago with such
experiences as real-time hikes over NZ’s Great Walks using a combination of satellite imagery and fit young men
carrying cameras over the trails [look on the Google Earth sites]. No more blisters, mud, crowded huts, dehy meals or
long drops! Surely soon there will be competitions to invent a catchy name for this new kind of virtual tramping and
hiking. And undoubtedly the activity will be sponsored. Remember, you read it here first!!
Probably most HTC members will stick with what we’ve got for all the tried-and-true reasons; 81 years cannot be
dismissed that lightly. The cycle of seasons turns and we are now looking forward to warm-weather trips. However, not
everything is so predictable: after years of reliable storage HTC’s beloved truck has been ejected from its home and is
looking for new accommodation. We are immensely grateful to the Mardon brothers for all their care and assistance
over such a long period, and wish them well in their new ventures. On the theme of the truck, the club was deeply
saddened at the sudden death of chief truck man, Geoff Clibborn, just as the last Pohokura was being delivered. A
tribute to him is printed elsewhere in this edition and we will all reflect on his tremendous contribution to the club
especially in the fields of hut and travel matters. Other people in the club have also suffered losses and illnesses – our
condolences and best wishes go to you all.
CH

#2335

Golden Crown and Sentry Box Ridges

1 May 2016

While a party of five ascended to the tops via the Golden Crown Ridge two of us carried on up the road to
climb up on the Sentry Box ridge track. The weather was reasonably warm and the wind not too brisk, and
we took in the views over the Mangeleton farmland as we slowly made our way up. We eventually made the
track junction about three hours later and headed north for a few minutes before stopping for lunch. It was
not so warm on the main ridge so lunch was a brief affair after which we walked the short distance to the
turn-off to Pohatuhaha. As I had not visited Pohatuhaha for about 30 years, this was our destination. And a
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very windy destination it was! We were only up there a short time but I did manage to lose the hat I had
"borrowed" off my husband. After this we retraced our steps getting back to the car just after three o'clock.
The other party was close behind us and after a car shuttle we all headed home.
Party: Janice Love, Randall Goldfinch, Glenda Hooper, Joan Ruffell, Andy Zender
#2336

Nuhaka Hot Springs

14 - 15 May 2016

Six of us squeezed into Randall's Ford Territory and headed off to Nuhaka on the Saturday morning. Our
first outing up there was to Mangaone Cave. This involved a 30-minute walk up the hill along a poled route
that led to the cave and there were good views to be seen from this route.

The cave is entered via a staircase and consists of a large-ish cavern from which branches a couple of short
tunnels about two metres above the cavern floor which are accessed by ladders. After a bit of time there we
returned back to the car and drove to Waikokopu to walk alongside the railway line to Opoutama Beach
where we had lunch. After lunch we went to Mahanga Beach and spent a couple of hours walking the
coastline before driving through to our accomodation at Morere and soaking in the hot pools.
On the Sunday we spent the morning walking two loops in the Morere Scenic Reserve: the Ridge Track and
Mangakawa Track, the latter including over 1100 steps. The nikaus in this reserve are magnificent. Lunch
was had at the picnic area in the reserve before we started the journey home. We broke our trip in Wairoa
for a quick visit to Pilot Hill Reserve where a five minute walk rewards you with great views over the
Wairoa River estuary and mouth.
Party: Randall Goldfinch, Susan Lopdell, Brent Hickey, Janice Love, Anne Doig, Glenda Hooper
#2337

Blowhard Bush and The Lizard

12 June 2016

Unfortunately the organiser for this trip suffered a broken arm by coming off second-best in a confrontation
with a Havelock North driver so I stepped into the breach. Two cars departed from Pernel Orchard heading
along Taihape Road towards our destination – as it was a very frosty morning we decided to allow the sun to
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melt the ice on The Lizard and walk the many tracks within Blowhard Bush first. The team was kitted out in
winter gear and we set off along Tui Track, initially through forest then coming out to the rocky escarpment
where normally one would have great 360° views. It was very gusty so we beat a hasty retreat to Lowry
Lodge for our morning snack. We followed Rimu Track down past some good species of the
podocarp family and some interesting limestone formations before undertaking Troglodite Track back to the
car park, about two hours in total. Into the vehicles again to drive about a kilometre down Taihape Road to
the start of the track up to The Lizard. This track is overgrown in places, and we stopped to regroup and
search for the pink tape. A clamber over a large boulder and we were on track, reaching the pine seedlings as
we strode upwards with the wind increasing in velocity the higher we went. Stopped for lunch, nestled below
the rocky formation resembling The Lizard’s backbone where we all scattered around the top looking for the
best photos.

I have not been up here for at least 15 years and how it has changed: a slightly overgrown track, pine trees
are everywhere and the walk up the hardened rock soil didn’t take as long. A very easy Sunday trip and quite
a few had not been to the area.
Party: Glenda Hooper, Mary Gray, Des Smith, Ray Manning, Anne Doig, Susan Lopdell, Barbara Phillips
#2338

Studholme Saddle Hut

25 - 26 June 2016

We departed Pernel Orchard in darkness at 6:30 a.m. No sooner had we arrived at the Lakes Car Park when
a security truck pulled up and asked us for our DoC pass! We claimed complete ignorance of such a thing.
Fortunately, we smiled sweetly enough (or looked innocuous enough) that we were allowed to pursue our
tramp as planned. It was chilly so we set off smartly for MacIntosh Hut, leaving the carpark by 8:00 a.m.
Despite the steep climb at the outset we made good progress getting to the hut at around noon. Susan and
Glenda stayed behind while the remaining three of us set off for Studholme Hut – conscious of the weather
forecast and hopeful that we would make it before the rain came in. Up until this time the sun had peeked
out occasionally and there was absolutely no wind, making for very pleasant tramping conditions. Then there
was MacIntosh Spur Track which goes up, up, up…..and up. No snow but some patches of thin ice. Only
when we got to the top did the wind pick up and the weather begin to look threatening. We dropped down to
Studholme Bivvy sitting on a little tributary of Kiwi Creek and filled our water bottles before setting off on
our final leg to Studholme Hut, arriving just after 2 pm.
With a fire going and hot drinks in hand we snuggled up in the cosy hut as the rain began to come down –
and the wind began to come up! By dark (6pm) we had all crawled into our sleeping bags and soon after
were all asleep – not to wake until 13 hours later! By morning the rain and hail had stopped but not the wind.
We left Studholme Hut by 9 o’clock, made our way back to the bivvy and up to the ridge along the top of the
Kawekas. The wind was roaring, making it very difficult to walk. While it only took 30 to 40 minutes to get
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from Studholme Hut back up to the ridge track, it took well over two hours to get along the top, over The
Tits and drop down to Rogue Ridge. The views from the top were outstanding, with multiple rainbows, but
it was a relief to get out of the wind, make the quick descent to the Tutaekuri, and back to the car by 2:15pm.
Party: Susan Lopdell, Glenda Hooper, Randall Goldfinch, Brent Hickey, Janet Titchener

#2339

PanPac Eskdale Forest Park

29 June 2016

Early morning rain put this trip in doubt but again we put our faith in the forecast which fortunately proved
correct. This time ten of us were to explore the Mill Block of the park which was new to us. We followed the
Ken Ross walkway and were soon at the lookout point above the mill with views to Napier and the port. A
particularly impressive feature was the laminated information board detailing all facets of their operations.
After a while we carried on along the 4WD tracks and bumped into David Blake doing surveys for PanPac
so we had a chat and catch-up. The tracks are very well maintained and sign-posted, and a carpet of pine
needles makes for easy travel. However, we paused from time to time to check tracks with maps. Travel on
the MTB tracks is of various grades of difficulty and easy for walking although probably some of them are
enough to challenge the cycling skills of some of us. A decent smoko stop was insisted on by Graeme and
then off again down quirkily-named tracks like Dragonfly, Tinker and Sleepy Hollow; back down the 4WD
track to Ken Ross Reserve and its shelter for lunch. The forecasted rain now started although being under the
canopy of the pine trees meant that we barely got wet on the 15-minute dash back to the truck. Really lucky
with the weather and the area warrants further exploration.
RB
Party: Lynn Walch, Barbara Phillips, Pat Hill, Christine Hardie, Judy McBride, Joan Ruffell,
Alasdair Shaw, Garry Smith, Graeme Hare, Rodger Burn [organiser]
#2340

Kahuranaki Station

10 July 2016

Today’s trip participants gathered in Havelock North before departing in private cars for Kahuranaki Station.
On arrival we noted our trip in the intentions book and parked our cars by the cattle pens. The day was bright
with a chilly wind from the south east, driving at times, and little pockets of drizzle that were enough to have
us putting on and taking off our outer shells over and over. While tramping up we discussed if Kahuranaki
featured in Maori history. Back home, a quick Google (as you do) took me to the Kahuranaki Marae web site
and their welcome is reproduced below:
What is the meaning of Kahuranaki? There are several versions of its meaning and significance. The one
which persists and ties in with history is that given to me by the late Jerry Hamlin which he obtained from
his mother and it is this - the name should be spelt in two words, Kahura Anake. Mr Hamlin told me that
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there was a great deal of canoe traffic between Te Mahia and the Heretaunga district. The position of
Kahura Anake was known to the Te Mahia people, although it was not visible. Thus, when leaving Te
Mahia, the navigator of a canoe would point the prow of the canoe in the known direction of Kahura
Anake. This was the first land seen by the canoeists when nearing the area south of Te Matau a Maui or, as
it is now known, Hawke’s Bay. The name means literally Kahura alone (was seen).
By Mr Ted Nepia
https://kahuranaki.wordpress.com/

In Sheila Cunningham’s “Hawke’s Bay for the Happy Wanderer” we find another explanation:

We also discussed the landform itself and I found a couple of interesting studies about the geology of Mount
Kahuranaki on-line. The first was published in the Journal of the Royal Society of New Zealand 1980,
Volume 10 No. 3 pp. 287 – 307 and published on-line 21 Dec 2011. JRS attributes the work to K.B. Spörli, J
R. Pettinga, yet the citing guidance includes N. de B Hornibrook and N.L. Falcon:
Mount Kahuranaki consists of various calcareous lithologies of the Te Aute Formation,
Waipipian Stage, Pliocene developed in a stratigraphic section which differs markedly from
that of Te Aute Formation in the immediately adjacent areas. Mapping of lithological units
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defines the structure of the Kahuranaki Klippe, an allochthonous mass three km long and two
km wide. The main element is an eastward verging, northeast-trending anticline which has been
fractured by a complex set of predominantly extensional faults. The klippe rests discordantly on
the gently dipping Te Aute Formation of the Maraetotara Plateau and lies in a pronounced
structural depression within a sinistral bend of the immediately adjacent Elsthorpe Anticline.
We consider the Kahuranaki Klippe to represent a portion of the hinge of the Elsthorpe
Anticline which became detached and slid to the east because of oversteepening due to the
bending of the anticline. The sliding took place under near-surface, possibly non-marine,
conditions.
K.B. Spörli , J R. Pettinga , N. de B. Hornibrook & N.L. Falcon (1980) Mount Kahuranaki, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand,
A klippe emplaced by gravity sliding from the crest of the nearby Elsthorpe Anticline, Journal of the Royal Society of
New Zealand, 10:3, 287-307, DOI: 10.1080/03036758.1980.10415334

The whole work (22 pages) is available at:
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03036758.1980.10415334
It contains photos, line drawings, dialogue and I wish I had read it yesterday!!!
The second is a 1980 University of Auckland PhD Geology Thesis by JR Pettinga entitled Geology and
landslides of the eastern Te Aute district, southern Hawkes Bay.
This work is available on-line at: https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/handle/2292/5875
There are 10 files to download – the last one has maps. Please download and enjoy these publications.
Remember two things: a) the Club does have regular QUIZZ NIGHTS
b) the Scout Motto is Be Prepared
On arrival at the top the south-easterly had us tucked in behind one of the buildings for a bite to eat. My
association with the site is through my career as a transmission technician with the New Zealand Post Office
so I was able to advise that the building we were sheltered behind was the radio hut which housed VHF
repeaters for land mobile services. VHF aerials were attached to the many tall poles erected around the
building. A little way to the north-east was another building with a large lattice steel tower, complete with
dish aerials rising about 20 metres above. This building houses the microwave transmitters and receivers
used by NZ Post Office/Telecom for telephone circuit connections between Hawke’s Bay and the rest of the
country/world. It also housed equipment that multiplexed and de-multiplexed telephone circuits that
distributed the ex-Napier-facing circuit bearers to bearers facing Waipukurau, Palmerston North and Te
Waka (where more MUX sorted the Gisborne circuits from the Auckland circuits and so on). All the work I
was involved with on this site was in the multiplexing room. Before the microwave and MUX era, 48
channel system radio links were established to Gisborne and Palmerston North on the site and many aerial
support relics are still visible today. Prior to the 48-channel era all ‘toll’ circuits were carried on open wire
lines that ran alongside the highways and byways of New Zealand. Many of the circuits that went in and out
of the Kahuranaki microwave station are now carried by fibre optic cable. Sneaking out from the shelter
provided by the radio hut, I was also able to point out four concrete piles a little to the south-east. On these
now insignificant blocks of concrete sat a shed that housed equipment that first brought TV to Hawke’s Bay
in 1962. The equipment was constructed by a number of Hastings-based enthusiasts and received signals
from Mount Victoria in Wellington. The signals were then re-transmitted into the lounges of Hawke’s Bay
dwellers and, from then on, we stopped pointing our furniture at the fireplace, instead turning our favourite
chair to face the box in the corner.
MB
Party: Des Smith, Glenda Hooper, Peter Berry, Pat Hill, Anne Doig, Karen du Plessis,
Maureen Broad, Mike Bull
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Kahuranaki TV Hut 1962

#2341

Mohi Bush and Waimarama

13 July 2016

We left Hastings after a delay at Pernel with exit logistics and a deflating tyre – thanks, David Mardon for
help on that front! It was a clear and frosty morning and, after a pick-up in Havelock, we trundled out to
Mohi Bush and a meeting-up with Lynn. Smoko was first followed by a walk over well-marked if slightly
muddy tracks for a 4km circuit. I had expected to hear plenty of birds but this was not the case - more are
heard in the Hastings city parks in winter. Hopefully they will be back when the weather warms up.
Back in the truck and down to Waimamara to Lynn's house where we had lunch on the patio plus some treats
she put on for us, then a walking tour around the township where Lynn pointed out some of the splendid
houses there including the award-winning eco house designed by VUW students [and now up for sale].
It was high tide and the sea was still heaving after recent heavy weather. A beach walk was out so we just
enjoyed the sun before going back to the house for afternoon tea and a look at a book of Waimarama photos
that document the great 2012 rain bomb. It was amazing to see pictures of the destruction wrought over the
area where we had just walked. Thanks, Christine for driving and Lynn for hospitality.
JM
Party: Barbara Phillips, Ann Doig, Susan Taylor, Heather Stephenson, Pat Hillwith grandson, Lynn Walch,
Christine Hardie, Judy McBride, Des Smith, Mike Bull, Roy Frost, Graeme Hare, Peter Berry

#2342

Turangi Treks

23 - 24 July 2016

The 6:30am start at Pernel Orchard was delayed by an hour and a half due to a flat tyre but we eventually
left, picked up Susan in Napier and continued on to Turangi with just one stop (to refuel both man and truck)
at Taupo. We parked near the Turangi i-site, crossed SH1 via an underpass and followed a few streets until
we reached the Tongariro River Trail. Here, we followed upstream on the true left of the Tongariro River.
It was cold and there were intermittent showers but the fishermen were still out with their fly rods. The trail
in many places is only a few metres from Highway 1 so was quite noisy and the vegetation on this side was
fairly scrubby with many weeds and few views of the river. After an hour or so we got to the National Trout
Centre and we had our lunch under its verandah to shelter from the now-persistent rain.
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After lunch we continued upstream to Red Hut Bridge which we crossed and followed the trail back
downstream towards Turangi. This section has the best bush with some quite big beech trees. Further
downstream the trail passes down a strip of grass situated between farmland and blackberry-infested scrub
(and a lot of rain). After this it turns back down to the river and another swing-bridge to bring us back to the
trail we were on in the morning. The entire walk took about 3½ hours including lunch and we got back to
the truck a bit after 3:30pm. At this stage we travelled on to our night’s accommodation, Oasis Motel,
Tokaanu and hopped into the very hot hot pools. The evening was spent procuring take-aways for tea and
socialising in the communal kitchen/lounge.

The predicted gale-force winds for Sunday changed our plans so, instead of a walk up to Castle Rock on the
Kaimanawa Forest Park Walkway, we went to Lake Rotopounamu and spent a couple of hours walking to
and around this picturesque lake. Again, the weather was not great but the bush protected us from most of
the wind and rain except for a short blast when we walked along the beach near the end of the circuit. We
then drove back to Taupo and had our lunch beside the truck at Spa Park. As we walked down the track from
Spa Park we were deluged for a few minutes with cold, almost horizontal rain. However it soon stopped and
the rest of the hour walk alongside the Waikato River was reasonably fine. Peter, our driver for the weekend,
met us just as we approached Huka Falls so we all went to view the falls and the antics of the Huka Jet
before climbing back into the truck and driving back to Hawkes Bay. Thanks all for coming and Peter for
driving.
Party: Glenda Hooper, Peter Berry, Brent Hickey, Pat Hill, John Montgomerie, Anne Doig, Janice Love
James McAllister
#2343

Esk Hills Subdivision Trails

7 Sept 2016

13 walkers met 9:30 am on the highest point of Hill Road between Bay view and Eskdale school outside the
Esk Hills subdivision. A lovely sunny day saw us walking on subdivision tracks in the gullies amongst
existing Kanuka and native plantings with some great views out to Hawke Bay
Lunch was at a sheltered spot on the beach for most ..Two ate at Snapper cafe
Following lunch the group walked along the beach reserve from the end of Franklin Road to the Esk River
mouth and return. PM
Party: Pauline Mahoney, Roger Burn, Anne Doig, Barbara Phillips, Lynne Walsh, Christine Hardie,
Graeme Hare, Gary Smith, Brent Hickey, Marion Nicholson, Heather Stephenson, judy McBride, Des
Smith
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From the Archives

Sixty Years Ago
Roger Boshier’s Story

Honking Along to Howletts : Bravo Hal Christian
Roger Boshier was introduced to the Heretaunga Tramping Club in 1957 by member Hal Christian, a
teacher at Hastings Boys High and this had a great influence on his life. Roger, who became a Professor
Emeritus at the University of British Columbia in Canada, offered to write about Hal Christian as he
realises teenagers today do not have the encouragement to join tramping clubs the way he did. Roger still
has his relevant Pohokura magazines, and it was by re-reading these that he became enthused to write this
article. The following is an extract and the full story is available to download from the Heretaunga
Tramping Club website www.htc.org.nz or attached to your electronic copy of this Pohokura. It is a great
story and I recommend that you read it.
Graeme Hare

Extract

Hal Christian date 01.12.2009
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Rodger Boshier is the guy in the front row aligned with the doorway.
Located at Back Ridge Hut – Kaweka Forest Park early 1960’s soon after it was built.

Napier City and Murals Tour

Wed 6 July 2016

This day’s programme was designed for us to ride some of the new bike/walkway trails that have been built
across Napier to link the Marine Parade and Prebensen Drive and to also view the 31 new murals painted on
CBD, Marine Parade and Ahuriri walls as part of the Oceans Festival held last summer. Napier City Council
is continually expanding the cycleways to give cyclists the option of using dedicated tracks away from busy
roads. We rode the new concrete trail from Mitre10 Mega to Boys’ High via the recreation reserve. There are
new paths along Georges Drive as well as Tamatea and Greenmeadows.
Throughout the CBD and Ahuriri 31 murals have been painted on the walls of buildings by 27 New Zealand
and international artists depicting the beauty and plight of the world’s oceans. The murals raise issues such
as overfishing, plastics, pollution, global climate change, and habitat loss. Fourteen other cities throughout
the world have acknowledged these problems with murals. They are outstanding and well worth seeking out.
Mostly detailed using spray cans too!!! The council has produced a map (get it at the i-site) and is producing
a background brochure. We zig-zagged through the town and Ahuriri to see all of them. Our return to Park
Island was via the Ahuriri Wetlands path; a very enjoyable day even though our $34m Lotto ticket did not
win anything.
GH
Cyclists: Rodger Burn, Peggy Gulliver, Graeme May, Christine Hardie, Des Smith, Lynn Walch,
Dennis Beets, Judy McBride, Anne Cantrick, Margaret Markham, Roy Frost, Heather Stephenson,
Lyn Gentry, Graeme Hare
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Cycleways and Pubs

Wed 20 July 2016

It felt like mid-morning when we assembled near the riverbank in dry but windy conditions.
Uncle Rodger came to see us off – he was still suffering the effects of bronchitis and not quite fit enough for
prolonged cycling. We cruised off in a westerly direction and met Peggy who had come in from SH50 and
was waiting patiently at the Waiohiki Bridge. From here it was a straightforward ride down the southern trail
to Puketapu and there was plenty of time to exchange travellers’ tales with mid-week members who had
been away. Because it was still comparatively early when we got to the Puketapu Bridge, a number of us
decided to ride further so we headed into the wind and took the road to Dartmoor. It’s a flat experience so we
made good speed and were soon at the Apley Road corner. On the way, Christine swore that she had heard a
skylark but surely it was too early in the season for that sort of thing? Mind you, there were hints of early
spring flowers here and there so anything is possible these days.
That was enough for now so we turned around and let the wind bowl us back to the Puketapu Pub where half
a dozen of our number were already tucking into refreshments. The latecomers soon joined in and a merry
time was had by all. Eventually it was decided that the time had come to get back on our bikes so we headed
back to Taradale via the eastern stopbank trail – all except young Des who decided that he wanted to have a
closer look at the Apley Road hills and set off the long way home.
Cyclists: Christine Hardie, Heather Stephenson, Allan Russell, Des Smith, Garry Smith, Lynn Walch,
Dennis Beets, Roy Frost, Lyn Gentry, Judy McBride, Pauline Mahoney, Peggy Gulliver,
Dick Waterer, Rodger Burn
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Obituary
Geoff Clibborn
18 Oct 1941 – 23 May 2016
Some health problems along the way - yes, but, shatteringly, our muchloved and respected Geoff passed away suddenly after a comparatively
short illness, much too soon and leaving us mourning in disbelief.
Geoff joined the Heretaunga Tramping Club ranks when he became
involved with working bees to re-build the club truck some twenty-four
years ago. With Geoff’s love of anything mechanical that went “CHUG” or
“BANG” he was in, boots and all. So began a love affair with the truck.
He became Truck Mother and kept it running smoothly over the years.
Geoff quietly dealt with servicing, COFs, maintenance and many little addon inventions such as inside lighting, communications to the cab, ‘toaster
racks’ for the mattresses, shoe and magazine racks and individual pack
compartments to name a few.
Especially appreciated was his
“Clibbornette” invention of thermos-type gas heater which meant tired
trampers could have ten cups of boiling water within a few minutes of
returning from trips.
Geoff became our Chief Driver. Every second weekend for years he would
drive us out into the hills and, if he wasn’t out tramping with us, he would
happily stay with the truck, either quietly reading, geo-caching or tinkering
and dreaming-up other ways of improving something. We would arrive
back, tired and worn from a tramp, to find smiling Geoff with hot water
ready for us. Then, fresh and ever cheerful, he would safely drive us back to
town. And boy, how he could make that old truck zoom!
Geoff served on committees and helped on working bees, always
innovative and cheerful, a perfectionist with radio communications, SAR,
whatever was going. A born teacher/leader, Geoff fitted into all roles. He
was always the immaculate gentleman, comb in his back pocket always at
the ready to whip out and tidy his hair! And his command of the English
language! Could anyone else ever use so many naughty words without
being offensive? “Swearing nicely,” he called it! Geoff loved wordplay: to
the question, “Are you all right, Geoff?” his reply was always, “No, I’m
half left!” UGGHHH. Or to “Geoff, is everything okay?” he’d assure us,
“Just quacker, like a duck!”
But, man, could Geoff snore!! Sharing a hut with him at night was like sleeping inside a volcano!
No wonder the kids loved him - his never ending appetite for adventure, geocaching, his untiring enthusiasm for life, his gentle
teaching of high ideals and ethics. Never was this more obvious than when Geoff and I took our two grandsons on an extended
“voyage” around Ruapehu while the trampers did their thing out in the snow and rocks. Down ladders into caves, up the chair lift
into snow, visiting the Army Museum, outdoor cooking; equipped with wee radios he supplied them, letting them get lost in the
forest to correctly use the radios to find themselves again and so on. Finally, one night, he produced a wooden tub and we bathed
those two weary skinny little bodies, deep in the bush, in the moonlight. Other outings included kayaking on Lake Tutira [safely
equipped in life jackets of course!] and the time extra kids were stowed inside his house bus with one body slung in a hammock
across the cab so that every time he moved his bum made contact with the horn! Geoff could always find something to laugh over!
I had two lovely weeks working with Geoff in the team that rebuilt Kiwi Saddle Hut. Our average age was 72 and some days were
thirteen hours long. Geoff led us and motivated us. His humour was boundless. On the first day he “came off the ladder before he
intended,” [his words]. As he disappeared over a bank, I rushed to him. A smiling, cheeky little faced bobbed out of the ferns as he
said, “Didn’t I roll well?!” followed by “Don’t you DARE tell Evelyn!”
At our last meeting, I said to Geoff, “Memories, Geoff, memories.” Very ill but still smiling he replied, “Pam, we have done some
crazy things but what fun it has been doing them.”
To Evelyn and the Clibborn family we extend our deepest condolences. Let us not mourn for Geoff’s passing but rejoice in having
known him. Let us remember the life lessons he has left us.
PAM TURNER
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New Members
Robyn and Michael Pohlenz have recently joined the club.

ITEMS FOR SALE

The club has a number of useful tramping items for sale at discounted prices.
New Topo 50 Maps
FMC pack liners
Large blue survival bags
Smaller white pack liners
Metal HTC club badges
Blue/red HTC caps with emblem
Bushcraft books
Safety in the Mountains [booklet] by Robin McNeill
Revised Safety in the Mountains book

$5.00
$2.50
$5.00
$2.50
$8.00
$17.00
$12.00
$5.00
$12.00

Orders will be taken at general club meetings or contact Penny Isherwood Ph 844 9994 or
p.isherwood@orcon.net.nz Map orders are collated in batches (to save on courier charges) so you
may not get your maps straight away.

Personal Contact Information
If you change your mailing address, home phone number or e-mail address please inform the
Club Editor, Phone 845 4913. Otherwise we could lose contact with you.

HTC Calendars
Do you want a calendar for next year? Then please send your photos to janice.love1944@gmail.com a.s.a.p.
for selection. This all takes time and she then has to send them off to Brian Smith for final sorting and
printing. They are busy people and can’t do it all overnight! Co-operation from YOU, the
contributors, means we can get them distributed in time for overseas Christmas posting. To date Janice has
pics from only ONE contributor! NO PICS MEANS NO CALENDAR!
Get Going!
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From The Committee
•

There%have%been%two%committee%meetings%since%the%last%Pohokura%came%out%and%the%following%
decisions%have%been%made%and/or%actions%taken:%

•

We%were%saddened%to%hear%of%the%passing%of%our%long%time%committee%member%Geoff%Clibborn%and%to%
Evelyn%we%send%our%condolences.%%In%recognition%of%the%great%work%Geoff%has%done%for%the%Club%we%have%
bestowed%Honorary%Membership%to%Evelyn.%%%

•

Warren%Greer%was%accepted%as%an%Associate%Member%of%the%Club%and%Allan%Russell,%who%goes%cycling%
with%the%Wednesday%group,%will%soon%officially%%become%an%Active%Member.%

•

On%the%20%July%we%held%our%
meeting%at%the%Lowe%Helicopter%
hangar.%On%that%evening%we%
handed%over%to%the%Lowe%
Helicopter%trust%a%cheque%of%
$1541.60%which%was%the%money%
we%raised%at%the%auctions%this%
year.%

•

The%battery%on%our%third%PLB%
required%replacing%so%we%have%
replaced%the%PLB%with%a%later%
model%so%we%now%have%a%
matching%set%of%3.%

•

With%the%increasing%use%of%
private%cars%for%trips%we%have%put%
in%place%a%policy%to%ensure%that%
car%owners%are%adequately%reimbursed%(based%on%kilometres%travelled%and%the%AA%estimated%running%
costs%for%the%engine%size).%%The%car%driver%does%not%pay%a%fare%and%there%will%at%times%be%a%$5/person%%
surcharge%to%the%published%fare%(when%the%number%of%%cars,%passengers%%and%estimated%distance%on%a%
trip%deem%it%necessary).%%So%in%future,%all%money%should%be%paid%to%the%trip%leader(s)%who%will%then%
reimburse%the%drivers%appropriately.%

•

We have now lost the use of Pernel Orchard for storing the truck and we thank the Marden’s for housing
our truck for so long. In the interim the truck is being kept at 315 Te Aute Road but we would prefer a
more central location in the long term. If anyone has any suggestions please let us know.

•

As we can no longer leave our trip list in Pernel’s mail box and we have decided to embrace the
technology of our times and utilize email to record intentions and attendees. Graeme Hare will be the
contact point for weekend trampers and Glenda Hooper for the Wednesday trampers and the leader
should email them the trip list prior to the trip. Any changes to the trip list on the day can either be
texted to Graeme/ Glenda or, if organised previously, the revised list can be left in an appropriate place.
The leader should ring Graeme/Glenda to advise them when they return from a tramp.

•

It%is%now%1%year%since%the%committee%met%to%consider%the%ideas%brought%up%in%the%Workshop%last%May%
and%at%our%%last%meeting%we%revisited%the%decisions%made%to%see%how%we%have%done.%%%
%
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•

Our venue has been revamped thanks to the Hastings Harrier Club and even though the promised
curtains haven’t arrived as yet it seems to be quite a bit warmer in the hall this Winter. Members
now have comfy chairs to sit on at the meeting.

•

The use of a rotation for Chair on the Wednesday meetings seems to be working well but the
presentation of the Coming Trips can still be improved with location maps.

•

We have offered a number of alternatives to tramping through-out the year (3 cycling, 1 rafting and
1 caving) but for various reasons few people put their names down for them and none of these really
eventuated. The biggest problem for these non-tramping alternatives is that no-one feels suitably
qualified to lead them. We have had the offer from the Hawkes Bay Caving Club to take members
through another cave up by Morere where you can walk around standing upright in for around 4
hours so . If you are interested contact Glenda and she will put you in touch with the cavers.
%
We%have%facilitated%the%opportunity%for%members%to%improve%their%fitness%in%company%with%other%
members%by%holding%a%“Boot%Camp”%(aka%walk%in%the%park)%every%second%Sunday.%%%
%
We%subscribed,%and%now%%reZsubscribed,%to%the%Hawkes%Bay%Mountain%Bike%Club.%%This%membership%
enables%us%to%use%the%PanPac%Eskdale%MTB%Park%–%but%be%aware%that%you%need%to%carry%the%
necessary%cards%and%tags%when%in%the%park%(these%are%available%from%Rodger%Burn)%

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

%
The%Waikamaka%verandah%is%to%be%done%before%next%April.%%We%have%had%a%few%hicZups%with%the%
District%Council%%requiring%money%and%plans%for%work%that%does%not%require%a%building%permit.%
%
We%have%been%working%on%the%publicity%side%of%things,%onZline,%on%paper%and%on%air.%The%website%
continues%to%get%around%50%hits%a%day%while%the%number%of%people%“Liking”%our%facebook%page%has%
doubled%in%the%last%year%and%we%have%had%quite%a%few%visitors%along%who%have%“found”%us%through%
these%two%mediums.%%We%have%also%reintroduced%the%practice%of%putting%flyers%into%public%places%
such%as%iZcentres%and%libraries%and%again%quite%a%few%people%have%contacted%us%because%of%these.%%
We%plan%to%upZdate%both%our%flyer%and%webZsite%with%%a%common%artistic%theme%and%will%probably%
get%some%professional%%help%with%this.%%We%have%checked%and%updated%when%necessary%our%contact%
details%in%a%number%of%social%databases.%
%
The%HTC%information%booklet%has%been%updated%and%revamped%and%will%be%emailed%to%any%person%
interested%in%the%Club%
%
We%sent%the%information%booklet%and%a%trip%list%to%%the%teachers%in%charge%of%Duke%of%Edinburgh%at%
the%high%schools%in%Hastings%%offering%our%tramps%as%a%way%for%the%%students%gaining%experience%prior%
to%their%DoE%tramps.%%This%did%not%elicit%any%interest%but%we%will%try%again%early%2017.%%
%
The%meeting%night%door%charge%and%charge%for%use%of%bike%racks%have%been%dropped%and%%the%%
initiatives%to%give%back%to%members%e.g:%%free%cairn%trip,%%volunteers%draw%are%still%continuing.%
%
We%had%an%excellent%First%Aid%Training%%course%in%June%–%this%was%a%four%hour%course%run%by%The%Red%
Cross%and%all%11%attendees%were%most%impressed%by%the%training%we%received.%%The%Club%funded%this%
course%as%it%did%the%80th%birthday%celebrations%in%June%2015.%
%

Finally the AGM is on the 23 November – new faces on the Committee would be most
welcome.
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Heretaunga Tramping Club Meeting and Trip Information
Coming Meetings
Date

Chair

Speaker

Topic

Host/Supper

14 Sept

Pam Turner

All members

Quiz TBC

Lex Smith

28 Sept

Graeme Hare

Ros Rowe

Leg-Up Trust (Working
with Kids and Horses)

Christine Snook

12 Oct
26 Oct

Penny Isherwood

Lex Smith

All members
All members

09 Nov

John Montgomerie

Dr Amelia McQueen

23 Nov

Brent Hickey

Annual General Meeting

07 Dec

Pam Turner

Citizens Advice Bureau

04 Jan
18 Jan

Penny Isherwood

All members

Susan Lopdell

Annual Photo Competition

08 Feb

Alan Berry

Te Kaha (TK) HBRC What Happens???

22 Feb

Lex Smith

Garry Smith
Raewyn Ricketts
EIT Bio-Diversity
Senior Lecturer

Janice Love
Graeme Hare

Work of the Bureau

BBQ on lawn?

Penny Isherwood
Brent Hickey
Marion Nicholson

Anne Doig

Pollution Response Officer

All members

John Montgomerie

Meetings Sub-Committee: Lex Smith, Penny Isherwood, Graeme Hare
We want ideas for club night speakers and activities.
Supper: Put out cups, wash dishes, leave kitchen clean and tidy, and generally help Joan.
Sweep floors and check that heaters and lights are off at the end of the meeting.
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ARE YOU FIT ENOUGH TO TRAMP?
Even the easiest of club trips requires a reasonable degree of fitness and, from time to time, tramps have
been seriously delayed by unfit party members. While individuals may have varying degrees of basic
fitness it is unlikely that a person who has a sedentary job or who plays no sport will manage an average
B Party trip. The best preparation for tramping is tramping and there are hilly places in Napier and close
to Hastings which make excellent training areas. For example, a walk from the cattle-stop car park in Te
Mata Park to the top of the peak via the big redwoods and back to the cattle-stop via the roadside track
with an eight kilogram pack should take about 70 - 80 minutes. Further, this pace should be able to be
maintained for five to six hours.

TRIP GRADINGS
EASY:
4-6 hours tramping - suitable for beginners.
MEDIUM:
6-8 hours tramping - suitable for those with some experience.
HARD:
7 hrs+ tramping - experience and a high level of fitness necessary.
Unless otherwise specified an “A” trip would have a HARD grading and a “B” trip a MEDIUM grading.

GEAR LIST
Wear/Carry
Pack and pack liner
Boots and gaiters
Socks
Parka and over-trou
Fast-drying shorts
Fleece or woollen
jumper
Long-johns & singlet
Sunhat & warm hat
Gloves/mittens
Overmitts
Whistle

DAY TRIPS
Carry

FOR DAY & WEEKEND TRAMPS
WEEKEND TRIPS
All items listed for day trip plus

Map & compass
High energy snacks
At least a litre of water
Lunch
First aid kit
Torch, spare batteries and bulb
Sunscreen
Emergency food
Survival kit (whistle, cord, matches,
pencil, paper)
Complete set of spare warm clothing

Sleeping bag
Sleeping mat
Food for three additional meals
Cooker, billy and matches or lighter
Extra snacks
Toilet gear, small towel
and toilet paper
Additional warm clothes
Plate, mug, cutlery
Tent/fly if required

Leave at truck/car: Complete set of clothing for the return trip and a mug with tea / coffee / sugar or
whatever to have a hot drink from the Clibbornette.
OVERDUE TRAMPERS

Although returning parties plan to be out of the bush before dark safety considerations must come
first. This may mean that parties are late returning to transport. Even after arriving back at the
transport, it may take two hours or more to return to the embarkation point. Beginners should make
sure that anyone who might worry about them is informed of this. Leaders will try to get a message
through to one of the “overdue contacts” if return seems likely to be later than 10.00 pm. All
newcomers should ensure that their own emergency number is noted in the party list that the leader
leaves in town. For all enquiries about overdue trampers please ring one of the following:
Glenda Hooper 877 4183

Graeme Hare 844 8656

John Montgomerie 877 7358

Cancellations: If you cannot make a trip please contact the leader BEFOREHAND
to avoid delays for the rest of the party.
September 2016
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TRIP LIST 2016
Although the area for the trip is generally adhered to, the suggested objectives may
change for a number of reasons. For pre-trip enquiries contact the organiser or
John Montgomerie, Ph 877 7358. Please email trip requests to htc@orcon.net.nz

14 Sept Wed
Mystery Cycle Ride
Organiser: Lyn Gentry Ph 875 0542
17 - 18 Sept
Onepoto/Waikaremoana
$25
Map: BG40
Based at Lex Smith’s family bach at Onepoto - would involve some camping depending on numbers
coming; plans for trips up to Panekiri, Ngamoko Track or Kaitawa Walk plus other options.
Organiser: Sue Lopdell Ph 844 6697
21 Sept Wed
Kuripapango/4100 area
Organiser: Christine Hardie Ph 844 9590
28 Sept Wed
Cycle Seafield Road to Bayview
Organiser: Des Smith Ph 844 9590
02 Oct
Te Iringa and Mount Cameron
$15
Map: BJ37
From the crest of Gentle Annie on Taihape Road, through open ridges up to Te Iringa and Mount Cameron;
views up the Ngaruroro River, southern Kawekas and over towards Ngamatea and Golden Hills country.
Organiser:
05 Oct Wed
Rogue Ridge Area – Kaweka FP
Organiser: Graeme Hare Ph 844 8656
12 Oct Wed
Cycle the Waimarama / Maraetotora Circuits
Maybe from the beach end this time.
Organiser: Richard Waterer Ph 875 8561
15 -16 Oct
Top Gorge Hut – Central Ruahine
$ 15
Maps: BL36
In from Kashmir Road end, up to Longview Hut then south past Rocky Knob, down to Top Gorge Hut for
the night, and return; also an opportunity for a Longview Hut overnight trip only. Or stay at the truck at
roadend or have a [very] short overnighter to Awatere Hut.
Organiser: John Montgomerie Ph 877 7358
14 – 17 Oct
Labour Weekend
Central Tararua Range
$30
Maps: BP33 and 34
Parties to decide which option to take.
Option 1: Tararua Range eastern side
Holdsworths Lodge roadend; based at Holdsworth Lodge - many places to explore.
A Party Up to Atiwhakatu Hut for first night [or camp further upstream], on day two go up Baldy Ridge to
near South King, across Broken Axe Pinnacles and south to camp somewhere near Angle Knob; on day
three continue south past Mt Holdsworth, down High Ridge to Totara Flats for third night; day four is out to
Mt Holdsworth track and the road end.
B Party: Day trips to Powell Hut or Mountain House shelter and loop down to Donnelly Flats track.
Overnight [or two nights] to Totara Flats and back. Up to Atiwhakatu day trips.
Organiser: A Party - John Montgomie Ph 877 7358
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14 – 17 Oct
Labour Weekend
Central Tararua Range $30
Maps: BP33, BN33
Parties to decide which option to take.
Option 2: Tararua Range western side
Otaki Forks roadend with many places to explore
A Party Up to Field Hut, on to Kime Hut then over tops to near the infamous Tararua Peaks [Tuiti and
Tunui] and down to Penn Creek Hut. Out via Otaki River or back up and out via Fields Track.
B Party Up to Field Hut and back or continue up before dropping down into Penn Creek Hut and out via
Otaki River. Stay at truck, Parawai Lodge or the camping ground then choose day trips such as Waitewaiwai
Valley to the steam log hauler, up the Waiotauru valley as far as wanted and return.
Organisers: A Party - John Montgomerie [hopefully] 877 7358
B Party - Susan Lopdell 8446697
19 Oct Wed
Manawatu Gorge Track
Organiser: Garry Smith Ph 844 9931

$20

26 Oct Wed
Cycle Waipukurau, Hatumu, Oruawharo Circuit
Organiser: Joan Ruffell Ph 877 6225
30 Oct
Iron Whare - Kaweka Range
$ 15
Map: BJ37
In from Makahu Saddle carpark, north to Kaweka Bivy and across the plateau to historic Iron Whare
returning the same way; an easy trip and an historic visit.
Organiser: Brent Hickey Ph 876 5873
02 Nov Wed
Beach Walk
Here’s hoping that the tides will be okay.
Organiser: Christine Hardie Ph 844 9590

06 Nov

Cairn Trip - Kaweka Range

$Free

Map: BJ37

The Club’s annual pilgrimage to the Cairn at Kaweka J is in memory of club members who lost their lives in
WW2. A short service is held at 11a.m. in their honour. There are several ways to come back down.
Organiser: Graeme Hare Ph 844 8656

09 Nov Wed

Cycle around Napier War Memorials

Yes there will have to be a café stop somewhere.
Organiser: Christine Hardie
Ph 844 9590

12 - 13 Nov

Annual Hazardous Waste Weekend

The council has again asked us to assist with the Hazardous Waste Collections in Hastings and Napier.
Saturday 12th at Splash Planet carpark, Grove Road, Hastings; Sunday 13th at Eastern Truck and Marine
carpark, 95 Austin St, Onekawa, Napier. Your help during the weekend will be very welcome. We will
formalise arrangements closer to the date but please ring me if you want further information.
Organiser: Graeme Hare Ph 844 8656

16 Nov

Spooners Hill

$15

Map: BJ37

Organiser: Roy Frost Ph 875 0128

23 Nov Wed

Cycle Pakowhai Park to Fernhill

Follow trails along SH50 to the Hastings golf club for lunch; return via Flaxmere and stop banks.
Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322
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26 – 27 Nov

Zeks Hut - Hihitahi

$25

Map: BK35

Maybe leaving Friday afternoon for an evening and morning fish at the Rangitiki River before continuing on
to Hihitahi Forest to walk into Zeks Hut for the night. This forest, which we last visited on the Ruapehu
Rumble, has magnificent kaikawaka trees and is just south of Waiouru.
Organiser: John Berry Ph 877 4183

30 Nov Wed

Eskdale Forest Park or Annual HBRC Clean-up

Organiser: Rodger Burn Ph 877 6322

07 Dec Wed

SH50 to Ohiti Road

Do the circuit off the Taihape Road.
Organiser: Peggy Gulliver Ph 879 7763

11 Dec

Tangoio Walkway

$10

Map: BJ39

A short, pre-Christmas walk: travel to White Pine Bush and walk the longer loop there before crossing the
road and walking the Tangoio Walkway. This track passes first through farmland and exotic forests before
reaching native bush; we will pass by the Tangoio and Te Ana Falls and end up at the carpark beside the
Kareaara Stream. As this walk should finish at around midday we can stop for lunch at a suitable café.
Organiser: Janet Tichener Ph 875 0805

14 Dec Wed

Kaweka FP

$15

Map: BJ37

Go to Matauria Ridge with Ngahere Loop Track or to Kaweka Flats Biv site.

8 Jan 2017

Beach Trip

$20

Porongahau or Blackhead/Aramoana area – subject to tides, drop-off and pick-up points; sunny days and a
swim too. Can be finalised closer to the date.
Organiser: Glenda Hooper Ph 877 4183

14 - 15 Jan

Waiapwa Saddle Track Clearing

$Free

Map:BK36

Particularly the upper valley area from above the patch of beech trees where the river gravel ends - this is the
route that goes through the leatherwood area and needs a good prune back or maybe re-routing for a short
distance after it crosses the now-small stream headwaters. Could use the Waipawa Chalet for overnight or
the keen types can go over to Waikamaka Hut for the night
Organiser: John Montgomerie Ph 877 7358

22 Jan

Waikoau Stream

$15

Map: BH39

Spend the day walking down the Waikoau Stream from the airstrip on Pohokura Road to Blue Lake or, for
an easier option, have a walk through the limestone formations beside the stream and then go down to Lake
Opouahi with a walk to Thomas’s Bush. A very interesting area no matter which trip you choose.
Organiser: Susan Lopdell Ph 844 6697

28 - 29 Jan

Te Wae Wae

$20

Map: BH39:

Leave town after lunch and travel north along SH2. On Saturday afternoon we will visit the Anaura Falls
(or something similar) before travelling on to Te Wae Wae to camp for the night. On Sunday we will walk a
loop route through a private QE2 reserve on Te Wae Wae: lovely bush and interesting limestone formations.
Organiser: Janice Love Ph 877 5442

5/6/7 Feb Waitangi Weekend Southern Kaweka

$15

Map: BJ37

Bring those togs: in to Kiwi Saddle Hut or down to Kiwi Mouth on day one. Day two is down-river to
Cameron Hut or out to Kuripapango - variations on this to use for night stays over the three days otherwise
in and out to Kiwi Saddle hut or trips from the truck. Maybe Cameron via Kiwi Saddle [Smith Russell]
Track and out day two or three.
Organiser: John Montgomerie Ph 877 7358
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14/15 or 28/29 Jan Big Hill - Ruahines

Map: BJ37

Access bids have been made for either of these two weekends to access this private land area.
As we will not know until after the Pohokura has gone to print, adjustments to the fixtures will be necessary
and advised. Endless options for return or loop trips. NoMans, Diane’s, Taruarau Biv, Shutes are all hut
options. Maybe there is no certainty of either weekend, wait and see.
Organiser: John Montgomerie Ph 877 7358
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